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Colorblind Proletarian Brotherhood: 
African Americans, American Indians,  

and Racial Inclusivity in the 
Oklahoma Socialist Party

By Matthew F. Simmons*

Early-twentieth-century Oklahoma was a home for 
three groups that existed on the margins of society: African Ameri-
cans, American Indians, and Socialists. Despite their marginalization, 
members of these groups still demanded the right to determine their 
own political and economic destinies. But did members of these three 
marginalized groups ever consider working with one another in order 
to achieve their goals collectively? In the course of their struggles did 
blacks, Indians, and Socialists see each other as potential allies? More 
specifically, did Oklahoma Socialists see African Americans and Amer-
ican Indians as part of the working class? And were African Americans 
and American Indians interested in joining the Oklahoma Socialist 
Party? This essay will explore and delineate the attitudes of members 
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of these three groups toward the inclusion of heterogeneous racial 
groups within the Oklahoma Socialist Party.

When it was first opened to non-Indian settlement, Oklahoma ap-
peared to be a haven from the racist oppression of the Deep South—a 
place where African Americans could pursue the American Dream of 
political equality and economic opportunity. E. P. McCabe, a promi-
nent African American advocate or “booster” of migration to Oklahoma 
Territory, stated it quite succinctly: “What will you be if you stay in the 
South? Slaves liable to be killed at any time, and never treated right: 
but if you come to Oklahoma you have equal chances with the white 
man, free and independent.”1 The African American newspaper Boley 
Progress seconded this perspective of Oklahoma as a place of equality 
and opportunity, querying its readers, “Why not go to a country where 
the door still stands open and where you can enjoy all the rights and 
privileges as a citizen of this country?”2 For black people, Oklahoma 
represented a chance for political equality and economic opportunity 
regardless of the color of their skin. 

Yet little by little the same policies from which African Americans 
had escaped in the Deep South were instituted in Oklahoma. First, 
in 1890, school districts were given the option of choosing whether to 
have segregated or integrated classrooms. A law against miscegena-
tion was passed in 1897. In 1901 segregated schools became manda-
tory, when the law declared that “no white child shall attend a colored 
school or colored child attend a white school.”3 Railroad coaches were 
segregated shortly after Oklahoma became a state in 1907. It was only 
the fear that President Theodore Roosevelt would reject the Twin Ter-
ritories’ bid for statehood that kept segregation out of the new state’s 
constitution. Over time, black people faced increasing discrimination 
through legal and extralegal means, culminating in 1910 when Demo-
crats attempted to disenfranchise the majority of African American 
voters through a literacy test, while excluding whites and American 
Indians from such a requirement.4 

The American Indian experience paralleled that of African Ameri-
cans in Oklahoma. Oklahoma promised to be a refuge for Indians as 
well. One key fact differentiated these two groups, however; African 
Americans chose to move to Oklahoma Territory, whereas the United 
States government forcibly removed members of the Five Tribes (Cher-
okee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Muscogee [Creek], and Seminole) from 
their homes in the Southeast to Indian Territory, which later became 
part of the state of Oklahoma. The dark cloud of forced dispossession 
supposedly had a silver lining—Native people would not have to con-
tend with land-hungry white settlers in Indian Territory, at least not 
initially.5 
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Nevertheless, American Indians could not distance themselves from 
white settlers forever, and after the Civil War white immigrants and 
entrepreneurs began entering the Indian nations in increasingly large 
numbers looking for land. White ownership of Indian land was ille-
gal, yet many whites got around this stipulation by bribing Indians or 
simply squatting on Indian land. Another way to lay claim to Indian 
land was to marry into the tribe, and this is precisely what many set-
tlers did. Tribal members feared what might happen if whites and In-
dians became neighbors again. One member of a Cherokee delegation 
to Washington, DC, wrote, “To mingle the Cherokees and white men 
together in the same community would result in the white men soon 
owning everything, the Indian nothing.”6 Ultimately, pressure from 
the white settlers and railroad corporations eroded the control of the 
tribal governments to the point that they no longer controlled access 
to Indian Territory and its many resources.7 Thus, American Indians 
found themselves in a situation similar to that of African Americans in 
Oklahoma as they gradually lost their autonomy and power. 

Neither of the two major political parties came to the aid of Afri-
can Americans in their search for equality and autonomy. Republi-

E. P. McCabe (12151, 
Oklahoma Historical So-
ciety Photograph Collec-
tion, OHS).
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cans, tarred with the brush of being pro-black by their Democratic op-
ponents, began to compete with Democrats for race-conscious, white 
Oklahoma voters with exaggerated fears of black domination. This fear 
was based on the perception of extensive African American immigra-
tion to Oklahoma, but the number of black immigrants to Oklahoma 
formed a relatively small proportion of the total community.8 Nonethe-
less, Republicans tacked to the right politically in order to compete 
with the Democratic Party, the traditional party of white supremacy 
and segregation.9 

 Republicans and Democrats alike also ignored the needs of Na-
tive people in late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century America 
by endorsing the allotment of communal Native lands as individual 
homesteads. Faced by pressure from white settlers who claimed there 
was excess land in Oklahoma that should be opened up to non-Indi-
an settlement and Eastern reformers who believed American Indians 
must assimilate into mainstream society by adopting white culture, 
Washington politicians ignored the pleas of Indians to be allowed to 
preserve their traditions and maintain tribal autonomy. In 1887 and 
1898 respectively, Congress passed the Dawes Act and the Curtis Act; 
these laws called for the redistribution of communal land into individ-
ual property—Indians were to become American whether they wanted 
to or not. It was a devil’s bargain; the only way for Native people to 
survive in mainstream white society was to pretend that they were 
something they were not—100 percent American.10 

What was the attitude of Oklahoma Socialists toward the inclusion 
of people of color within the party? The ambivalence from Republicans 
and hostility from Democrats toward people of color should have cre-
ated an opening for Socialists to fill. One particular event highlights 
the relationship between the Oklahoma Socialist Party and people of 
color particularly well—the attempt by the Democratic Party to disen-
franchise black voters and weaken the Republican Party through the 
proposed Grandfather Clause in 1910. This clause directly targeted 
African Americans, who formed a key constituency of the Republican 
Party in Oklahoma and, during elections, held the balance of power 
between the two parties. In order to limit the number of eligible Afri-
can American voters, the Grandfather Clause stated that anyone (and 
their descendants) who was not a citizen prior to 1866 must take a lit-
eracy test to qualify to vote. And the administration of the literacy test 
fell to partisan election board officials. The test was a means by which 
Democrats skirted the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the 
United States Constitution, which granted African Americans citizen-
ship, equal protection of their rights, and due process.11
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Opinion at the state level over the relationship between the Okla-
homa Socialist Party and the African American community was char-
acterized by division. At the time that the Grandfather Clause was 
proposed by Oklahoma Democrats, the Oklahoma Socialist Party was 
controlled by the “Milwaukee centralizers,” considered by some local 
Oklahoma Socialists to be a power-hungry cabal of northern interlop-
ers. More to the point, these “outsiders” openly supported black voting 
rights. According to historian Garin Burbank, this leadership group in-
cluded Oscar Ameringer, Patrick Nagle, and John G. Wills, all of whom 
were “firmly committed to inclusion of the Negro in the working-class 
and defense of his political rights.”12 Historian Donald Graham has 
similarly characterized these individuals as “champions of the entire 
working class, regardless of race.”13 

And their colorblind ideology manifested in practical ways. Each of 
these individuals made a particular contribution in the fight against 
the Grandfather Clause. Ameringer wrote the official argument 
against the clause, which was included on voters’ ballots for the 1910 
election. In his autobiography Ameringer stated, “The lily-white Re-
publicans didn’t have enough courage to fight for their own voters, so 
I wrote a twenty five hundred word argument against the adoption of 
the grandfather clause. This document was printed and distributed by 
the state.”14 On the day before the election, Wills wrote an open letter 
to the state attorney general in the Socialist newspaper Oklahoma Pio-
neer, advocating for the right of black people to vote. Wills stated that 
African Americans had “made wonderful progress and are manfully 
struggling to uplift themselves;” only “political tricksters . . . seek, as in 
the past to inflame the minds of the ignorant, gullible whites with race 
hatred.”15 Nagle, also writing in the Oklahoma Pioneer, gave practical 
advice to African American voters on how to ensure that their votes 
were counted on election day, even going so far as to encourage them to 
find a Socialist voter to help them if they were denied their right to vote 
by poll workers. Nagle optimistically declared that “if he is a southern 
man it will make no difference to him.”16 Clearly, Nagle felt that class 
solidarity trumped racial division.

The evidence points to an official policy of racial inclusion within the 
Oklahoma Socialist Party based on the state party’s opposition to the 
Grandfather Clause and the Oklahoma Socialist Party state platform. 
The 1912 state platform included a plank that called for the “black 
section of the working class” to enjoy equal political and economic 
rights with their white counterparts in the coming Socialist state. 
The content of the platform may have appeared unambiguous, but its 
application was another matter. For example, the editor of the Socialist 
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Industrial Democrat heartily approved of the absence of a “Jim Crow 
contingent” in the Oklahoma City Labor Day Parade and then went 
on in the same issue to explain why whites were better than African 
Americans.17 Furthermore, the plank on racial inclusion was confirmed 
in 1914, but the actual contents of the plank were not reprinted. And 
when Socialists were accused of being “nigger lovers” by Democrats, 
they fought fire with fire, declaring that it was really the Democrats 
who were “practitioners of nigger equality” because they had sexual 
relations with black people that resulted in “increasing yellow stock.”18 
When push came to shove, Socialists could be just as racist as their 
Democratic counterparts.

Despite the mixed, if not outright cold, reception black people re-
ceived from the Oklahoma Socialist Party, the evidence strongly sug-
gests that most Oklahoma Socialists did follow the advice of Ameringer 
and his compatriots in voting against the Grandfather Clause. This 
does not mean that they shared the vision of racial inclusion espoused 
by the state leaders in Oklahoma City, however. Many party mem-
bers recognized the Grandfather Clause as a wedge piece of legislation, 
meaning that once black people were disenfranchised there was no rea-

Patrick Nagle, Kingfisher, 
Oklahoma Territory, 1898 
(5931.B, Frederick S. Barde 
Collection, OHS).
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son why poor, uneducated whites would not be next. According to his-
torian James R. Green, “A majority of members probably voted against 
disfranchisement. They did so not because they ‘loved the negro’ but 
because their own political rights and class interests were threatened 
by black disfranchisement.”19 White voters may have defended black 
voting rights because they were afraid they might be next—if African 
Americans could be disenfranchised through a literacy test, why not 
poor whites with little education? 

How did African Americans respond to the Socialist defense of their 
voting rights in Oklahoma? Did they show increased interest in the 
Oklahoma Socialist Party? Some of the best primary material for gaug-
ing the response of African Americans in Oklahoma to the mixed over-
tures of the Oklahoma Socialist Party is newspapers. Oklahoma had a 
particularly strong cadre of black newspapers; between 1889 and 1930, 
there were seventy-eight African American newspapers in Oklahoma.20 
A survey of three African American newspapers—the Boley Progress, 
the Muskogee Cimeter, and the Oklahoma Guide—covering thirty-two 
issues shows that these newspapers only mentioned Socialists in pass-
ing with oblique references; the newspapers only mentioned Socialists 
a total of four times.21 

Wagon for Painter’s Union Number Seventeen in the Oklahoma City Labor Day Parade, 
1902 (20150.2, Carl Reynard Collection, OHS).
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One example is an article in the July 28, 1910, edition of the Boley 
Progress, which predicted that the Socialists would take votes from 
the Democrats, thereby making a Republican victory easier. “Most of 
the Socialist gains in Oklahoma come from the ranks of Democracy . . .  
assuming . . . that there will be 60,0000 Socialist votes in the general 
election this will be sufficient to swamp the Democratic majority if the 
Republicans pool their full voting strength.”22 If Socialists took votes 
away from Democrats, the Republicans would have a better chance of 
winning the election. African American newspapers did acknowledge 
the existence of the Socialist Party as one of the three major parties in 
the state and even discussed it in terms of its effect on elections, but 
did little more than that.23 

Black newspapers also had noticed the growing ambivalence, if not 
outright hostility, of the Republican Party toward African American 
voting rights and participation in the political process. An article in 
the April 23, 1909, edition of the Muskogee Cimeter lamented the grow-
ing “Negrophobia” within the Republican Party, stating that “there are 
others [Republicans] who have cold feet, and have denounced the par-

Industrial Democrat (Oklahoma City), September 10, 1910 (image courtesy of The Gate-
way to Oklahoma History, gateway.okhistory.org).
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ty because of that dreadful contagion of Negrophobia. Such cusses as 
these are not wanted in the party and the sooner they are kicked out 
the better it will be for the party.”24 African Americans in Oklahoma 
who voted Republican were hopeful that white party members who did 
not support black voting rights would be ostracized and expelled from 
the party. 

If Republicans were trying to rid themselves of their African Ameri-
can constituency, what was it about Republicanism that so attracted 
black voters? African Americans had been allied with the Republican 
Party since before the Civil War; it was Republicans who pushed for 
an end to slavery and a Republican president, Abraham Lincoln, who 
signed the Emancipation Proclamation freeing enslaved blacks. Fur-
thermore, the African American community of Oklahoma associated 
prosperity with the Republican Party and its probusiness agenda. For 
example, in the July 28, 1910, edition of the Boley Progress, an article 
addressed to “Oklahoma Republicans” discussed how Republican prin-
ciples such as business investment, lower taxes, and improved state 
credit would “usher in a period of prosperity which Oklahoma so richly 
deserves.”25 African American newspapers certainly replicated the pro-
business philosophy of the Republican Party in their columns. A May 
19, 1910, article in the Boley Progress lamented the deleterious effect 

David J. Turner on the steps of Farmers and Merchants Bank in Boley (3377.B.1, Okla-
homa Historical Society Photograph Collection, OHS).
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of stalled legislation on economic growth, stating that “‘pending’ re-
tards business and commercial growth. The sooner the people of the 
state of Oklahoma quit ‘pending’ the quicker we will build a bigger and 
a better state.”26 An article in a later edition of the same paper called 
for the establishment of additional businesses within the city of Boley 
so that area farmers would not need to go to nearby Paden to have 
their needs met. According to the article, “with a few more stores . . . 
we would be able to care for the majority of farmers around Boley. It is 
necessary that we get busy along that line and save to our town some 
of the business that is going elsewhere.”27 

Practical action to incorporate people of color within the Oklahoma 
Socialist Party never emerged. It is not entirely clear why the Okla-
homa Socialists did not make a serious attempt to organize African 
Americans, especially after their defense of black voting rights. Am-
eringer certainly had experience working with the black community; 
he had helped lead an integrated dock and brewery workers’ strike in 
New Orleans. Yet the Oklahoma Socialist Party leadership never put 
into place a plan for proselytizing their black brethren, perhaps due in 
part to intraparty squabbling—Ameringer and his allies were fighting 
to maintain their leadership of the Oklahoma Socialist Party at the 
same time that they were advocating for black voting rights. 

African Americans had reason to be attracted to the Oklahoma So-
cialist Party. After all, the Socialists were their strongest advocates 
in their fight against disenfranchisement. And from 1910 until 1914 
the Oklahoma Socialist Party was experiencing tremendous growth. It 
also appears that black voters had begun to lose some of their attrac-
tion to the Republican Party, or at the very least had become equally 
disgruntled with all political parties. In an article entitled, “The Dem-
ocratic Way,” the Muskogee Cimeter highlighted how “the democrats 
when in power adopt the same tactics as do the republicans in order to 
expedite legislation,” such as requiring that a bill be voted upon before 
opposition legislators had time to read it in its entirety.28 This kind of 
comparison equating Democrats and Republicans should have elicited 
a sharp rebuke from black Republicans who saw the Republican Party 
as the party that freed the slaves and the Democratic Party as the par-
ty of slavery. If African Americans really believed this of all politicians 
then there was no reason for them to remain loyal to the Republican 
Party. They might as well become Democrats, or even Socialists. 

Ultimately, the reason for the reluctance of African Americans to 
embrace socialism stemmed from their desire to integrate themselves 
as much as possible within capitalist, mainstream society, even while 
maintaining some distance from white racism by living in separate, All-
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Black communities. The color of their skin already stigmatized them 
in the eyes of white society; adopting socialism would have added an 
additional stigma for people already considered “lazy” and “ignorant” 
at best, and “thieves, liars, and cheats” at worst, by many whites.29 
Opponents similarly slandered Socialists as “immoral and antireli-
gious”; Socialists favored free love and did not believe in God.30 Accord-
ing to Burbank, Socialists were “jeered, threatened, and ostracized in 
their own communities.”31 And in the years following the passage of 
the Grandfather Clause, the Democratic Party attacked the Socialist 
menace in earnest through a “campaign of political and economic dis-
crimination,” thus providing further disincentive for blacks to join the 
ranks of radicalism. Being black and Socialist was simply a burden too 
heavy to bear.32

There was one other marginalized racial group in Oklahoma to whom 
Socialists could have appealed—American Indians. Indians and So-
cialists had remarkably similar ideas regarding land ownership: both 
believed that land should be held communally and that farmers had 
an immutable, natural right to the soil, meaning it could not be confis-
cated or lost through foreclosure.33 At the same time it is important to 
note that the relationship between Native people and land ownership 
was not analogous to the relationship between African Americans and 
land ownership. And to complicate matters even further, some indi-
viduals in Indian Country were both African American and American 
Indian. It is important to not simplistically equate the experiences and 
place of black and Native peoples within white-dominated society.34 

One key difference is the concept of sovereignty, which was closely 
tied to the Native understanding of land ownership and use. Native 
peoples in eastern Oklahoma waged a protracted battle to maintain 
independence over their own internal affairs for much of the late nine-
teenth century. Maintaining a communal form of land ownership was 
as much about the distribution of resources within the community as 
it was about maintaining control over the tribe’s internal affairs. The 
battle within tribes and against the federal government in eastern 
Oklahoma over land use was not seen in terms of class, or even in 
terms of race; it was about sovereignty. The fight over land ownership 
within the tribal community in Oklahoma cannot be seen simply as a 
battle between capitalism and communalism. The situation was much 
more complicated than that.35 

The use of American Indian newspapers as a potential source to 
evaluate the attitudes of Indians toward Oklahoma Socialists is even 
more challenging than the use of African American newspapers to 
gauge the attitude of black people toward Oklahoma Socialists. In part 
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this is a question of provenance; it is rather hard to determine which 
newspapers in Oklahoma were run to any extent by Native people.36 
Furthermore the presses stopped rolling or American Indians lost 
ownership of the Cherokee Advocate, the Indian Journal, and the In-
dian Champion before the Socialists could reach their full strength, 
as the party crested in 1916. Even though Native newspapers stopped 
printing before the Oklahoma Socialist Party could become prominent, 
these newspapers can still provide clues to the attitudes of Indians to-
ward socialism because we can see the responses of American Indians 
toward capitalism, its antithesis.37

A survey of a combined thirty-one editions of the Cherokee Advo-
cate and the Indian Journal covering portions of the years 1901, 1902, 
1905, 1906, and 1910 yielded no direct references to the Socialist Par-
ty. Yet a tantalizing clue did turn up in historian Andrew Denson’s 
book, Demanding the Cherokee Nation. This passage includes a quota-
tion from a Cherokee leader, Chief Dennis Bushyhead, who claimed 
that while the Cherokees did own land in common within the Cherokee 
Nation, they were “neither Socialists nor communists . . . we have a 
land system which we believe to be better than any you can devise for 
us . . . Cannot you leave us alone to try our plan, while you are trying 
yours?”38 This passage is clear evidence that members of the Cherokee 
Nation were aware of socialism, yet perceived it as simply another as-
pect of white American culture, a culture they were uninterested in 
embracing.

The Cherokee Advocate provides evidence that at least some Chero-
kees embraced the capitalist ethos and cultural mindset of mainstream 
American society. An article reprinted in the February 17, 1906, edition 
of the Advocate discussed the Marxist concept of class conflict between 
capital and labor. Yet this article denied any antagonism between capi-
tal and labor, instead claiming that when the two united, “the wheels 
of progress will move steadily forward” and that “the war on capital 
is wrong. The plea for labor is a reflection upon intelligence.”39 The 
frequent publication of newspaper articles “boosting” Tahlequah, or 
discussing its potential as a center of commerce, is further evidence 
that members of the Cherokee Nation were beginning to assimilate the 
capitalist ethos of their white neighbors. 

Similar evidence exists in the Indian Journal that some Muscogees 
(Creeks), like their Cherokee counterparts, embraced capitalism and 
desired to assimilate into the American economic system. An adver-
tisement for shoes in the July 25, 1902, edition of the Indian Journal 
illustrates this point; it appealed to the penny-pinching consumer that 
was such an integral part of American capitalism. This advertisement 
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could have been found in any American newspaper. It beckoned to 
potential customers: “Bargains! Bargains! . . . We will give you some 
great bargains if you will call on us and let us show you what we have. 
Remember we sell THE BEST SHOES FOR THE LEAST MONEY of 
anybody in town.”40 This advertisement presumed that purchasing in-
expensive goods made by others was now a first principle among the 
Creek people and that the cheapest price took precedence over quality 
or the manner in which goods were produced. 

Yet some members of the Cherokee and Muscogee (Creek) Nations 
resisted capitalism and assimilation into the American way of life. Evi-
dence in both the Cherokee Advocate and the Indian Journal demon-
strates how many American Indians worried about the loss of their 
way of life, a life distinct from American culture and society, even while 
some of their brethren readily assimilated. One article in the Indian 
Journal explicitly separated Creek society into two groups, “Progres-

Oscar Ameringer (23187.2, Oscar and Freda Ameringer Papers, OHS).
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“Socialism: What It Is and How to Get It” pamphlet by Oscar Ameringer, 1913 (Book 13, 
Oscar and Freda Ameringer Papers, OHS).
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sives” and “Unprogressives,” represented by two clans, the Cowetas 
and the Spokogees. The author of this news article, Luke McIntosh, 
discussed how the progressive Creeks adopted “written laws and a gov-
ernment patterned after that of the white people, despite the opposi-
tion . . . of the Spokogees.”41 He further concluded that because of the 
Spokogees’ backwardness, “all the good lands have been filed upon by 
the shrewd Indian and only the hills are left for the slow and unpro-
gressive Spokogees to lay claim to in the end.”42 Tribal members not 
willing to adapt to the new ways would be left with very little.

As indicated by sentiments expressed in places like the Cherokee 
Advocate, many Indians actively rejected the new American way of life. 
One obvious method by which these traditionalists showed their dis-
content was in their rejection of allotment. A sizable group of Cherokee 
and Creek full-bloods opposed allotment even after the process had be-
gun, as evidenced by a flurry of articles in both the Cherokee Advocate 
and the Indian Journal that tried to cajole and shame full-bloods into 
taking their allotments. The February 1, 1902, edition of the Cherokee 
Advocate pleaded with full-blooded Cherokees to enroll because “they 
owe something to their children, and should enroll their name on the 
Dawes roll.” The article continued, stating that “right or wrong the 
Government is doing it, and if your names are not on the roll, you will 
not be a beneficiary in the division of the lands.”43 The author of this 
article drew on the presumed sentimentality of readers by appealing to 
them as parents. The author’s argument in this article was also high-
ly pragmatic because it pointed out that not accepting an allotment 
would not change anything; unavoidable change was coming whether 
they wanted it or not through government-enforced allotment.

In the end, the vast majority of American Indians received their 
individual allotments. Native society among the Creeks and Chero-
kees was rearranged along American capitalist lines. So when social-
ism burst on the scene in Oklahoma, significant economic change had 
already taken place. Perhaps if the Socialists had come sooner, they 
would have found allies among those tribal members opposed to al-
lotment with their communal form of land tenure. The Socialist plan 
was quite similar with its idea of “use and occupancy” as being the sole 
title to land.44 It is also possible that Native people would have been 
suspicious of the Socialists and any alliance offered by them consider-
ing their past negative experiences with whites and their politics. Cer-
tainly those Indians who supported assimilation and understood and 
profited under the capitalist system would have rejected any Socialist 
entreaties to find common cause. 
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Those entreaties were apparently never made in any significant way 
by the Oklahoma Socialist Party. There is little, if any, evidence that 
Oklahoma Socialists made an effort to reach out to American Indians 
as a group. Among historians of Oklahoma socialism, only James Green 
discusses any attempt of the Oklahoma Socialist Party to reach out to 
the tribes. He claims that some effort was made to reach out to the 
Choctaw people. This piece of information seems to have been gleaned 
from Oscar Ameringer’s autobiography, which describes an encounter 
with Choctaw Indians during a speaking tour of the former Indian 
Territory. He was there to reach out to tenant farmers and miners, 
not necessarily Indians. That certainly did not stop him from realizing 
an opportunity to expand the Socialist sphere of influence when some 
Choctaws expressed interest in attending his upcoming schoolhouse 
meeting. Ever the pragmatic organizer, Ameringer not only invited 
them to come, but also asked them to bring along additional mem-
bers of the tribe, telling them that he “would deliver a sermon on the 
problems of the North American red men at large and point a way out 
of their trials and tribulations.”45 Yet there is no evidence that a con-
certed effort was ever made to reach out to the Five Tribes in eastern 
Oklahoma. And perhaps more tellingly, Socialist candidates received 
very few votes in regions of Oklahoma with large Native populations.46 

What might account for the lack of outreach on the part of the So-
cialist Party to the American Indians in Oklahoma? Certainly, the pos-
sibility exists that the Socialist Party did not consider them a viable 
constituency since American Indians could not vote nationally until 
1924.47 It is also possible that the national party simply was not fo-
cused on American Indians since its imagined community of workers 
was primarily industrial. The national Socialist Party was quite con-

Socialist encampment, September 2–5, 1910 (20489, Oklahoma Historical Society Photo-
graph Collection, OHS).
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flicted about how best, if at all, to incorporate farmers into the coop-
erative commonwealth and had a very poor understanding of the lived 
experiences of poor farmers in the South.48 Oscar Ameringer demon-
strated this lack of knowledge about poor farmers when he first arrived 
in Oklahoma. “I knew farmers like a book. . . . Farmers were not wage 
earners. They were capitalist, exploiting wage labor.” He later discov-
ered how little he knew about poor farmers, describing that “I saw 
humanity at its lowest possible level of degradation and decay.”49 At 
the local, grassroots level the tenant farmers and sharecroppers who 
flocked to the red banner of socialism in the former Indian Territory 
likely would not have viewed American Indians as viable allies either, 
since American Indians were often their landlords, and as such would 
have been seen as exploiters rather than the exploited from the per-
spective of poor whites.50

It is impossible to gauge the individual motivation of those who vot-
ed for or against the Grandfather Clause, but Socialists with sizable 
African American populations in their communities voted more often 
for the Grandfather Clause than those without sizable African Ameri-
can populations nearby.51 And even though the leadership of the Okla-
homa Socialist Party supported black voting rights from an ideologi-
cally pure stance—African Americans were part of the working class, 
ergo their voting rights must be protected—Oklahoma Socialists made 
little, if any, effort to reach out to this branch of the working class. 
While official national and state policies called for inclusion, Social-
ists took no active steps to win over black voters. Apparently African 
American voters needed to find out about the party on their own. 

Perhaps part of the problem was that many African Americans were 
simply not interested in jumping ship from staunch Republican back-
grounds to socialism. Historically, black people had voted Republican 
en masse since Reconstruction and were firmly wedded to the Party 
of Lincoln. In Oklahoma they played an important role in state poli-
tics and benefited from that role. They were an important voting bloc 
that could tip an election in the Republicans’ favor. They participated 
in and benefited from the patronage system. Patronage, after all, was 
how E. P. McCabe received his appointment to the territorial govern-
ment of Oklahoma.52 Yet in the face of rising racism, the Republican 
Party became divided over the place of black people in the party. Many 
in the party began to believe they were losing white votes by sup-
porting African American rights. This “lily-white” faction wanted to 
purge black party members from active participation in the Republican 
Party. Some African Americans did leave the Republican Party, some 
very briefly even voiced support for the Socialist Party. Yet most Afri-
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can Americans remained in the Party of Lincoln until the 1920s and 
1930s.53

African Americans immigrated to present-day Oklahoma because 
there were better economic opportunities in the new state than there 
were in the Deep South. By all accounts black immigrants to Oklaho-
ma Territory were following the capitalist American Dream: land own-
ership would result in wealth, which would result in the good life and 
the respect of black and white people alike. Unfortunately many found 
that racism followed them to Oklahoma, so they moved on to Canada or 
another northern location.54 Those who remained, however, made the 
best effort they could to climb the economic ladder through land owner-
ship. And many black freedmen in Indian Territory did own their own 
land, as they were included in the allotments of the Five Tribes. For a 
time it seemed as though Oklahoma held unlimited potential for black 
citizens pursuing the American Dream of economic prosperity. If they 
were so intent on obtaining and keeping land, then surely they would 
have been put off by the Socialists’ interest in dramatically changing 
the nature of land ownership. Perhaps they feared the Socialists would 
take away what they had accumulated, and furthermore, membership 
would have created an additional stigma for them to bear beyond the 
color of their skin. To be politically red and racially black at the same 
time was simply too burdensome. 

Similarly there seems to have been little interest within the Native 
community in joining the Socialist Party. A few years before Socialists 
became prominent in Oklahoma, American Indians saw their land-use 
system dramatically altered by the United States government. The 
government forced them to give up their communal land tenure, which 
ironically was quite similar to what the Socialists would attempt only 
a few years later. Perhaps if the reorganization of the Indian land-use 
system had occurred at the same time as the Oklahoma Socialists were 
proposing their agrarian reforms, the two groups could have made 
common cause. Unfortunately a number of years separated them, and 
the damage had already been done to the Native way of land use. 

In conclusion, the leadership of the Oklahoma Socialist Party—men 
such as Ameringer, Nagle, and Wills—took an inclusive view of race 
within the Oklahoma Socialist Party, but they did not actively recruit 
either African Americans or American Indians into the Oklahoma So-
cialist Party. Part of this reluctance was likely due to the ambivalence, 
if not outright hostility on the part of the Oklahoma Socialist Party 
rank and file toward people of color, which in turn only echoed the 
growing racism of American society, particularly in the South. Even 
if a call for working class solidarity had been made to African Ameri-
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cans and American Indians, there is no evidence to suggest that they 
would have answered that call. Most African Americans seemed to 
have been too busy pursuing the American Dream of economic pros-
perity to heed the Socialists’ call for a reorganization of society along 
more equitable lines. Native people who might have been most inclined 
to make common cause with the Socialists and their program of land 
ownership, which was similar in some ways to the traditional Indian 
system of land tenure, had already been forced to take their individual 
allotments. In short, each group, Socialists, African Americans, and 
American Indians, had reasons to cooperate with each other, but what 
should have brought them together was less powerful than what kept 
them apart. 
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